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[1] Ice-penetrating radar profiles across the grounding line of a small ice-rise promontory located within the Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf in the Dronning Maud Land sector of East Antarctica show downward dipping englacial radar-detected reflectors. Model results indicate that this reflector pattern is best fit by including basal melting of at least 15 cm a⁻¹. This rate of melting is low compared with rates observed on larger ice shelves in both West and East Antarctica. Ice cores extracted from a rift system close to the ice-rise promontory show several meters of marine ice accreted beneath the shelf. These observations of low rates of basal melting, and limited distribution of accreted marine ice suggest that either Antarctic surface water may reach the ice shelf base or that circulation beneath the shelf is likely dominated by the production of high salinity shelf water rather than the incursion of circumpolar deep water, implying a weak sub-shelf circulation system here. Many of the ice shelves located along the coast of Dronning Maud Land are, like Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf, characterized by frequent ice rises and promontories. Therefore, it is highly likely that these are also of shallow bathymetry and are subject to similarly weak side-shelf basal melting and refreezing.


1. Introduction

[2] Marine ice sheets that terminate in the ocean are particularly sensitive to perturbations at the grounding line [Weertman, 1974; Dupont and Alley, 2005; Pattyn et al., 2006; Schoof, 2007; Gagliardini et al., 2010]. Sub-shelf melting occurs near the grounding lines of many of the major outlet glaciers throughout Antarctica [Rignot and Jacobs, 2002; Pritchard et al., 2012]. High melt rates underneath ice shelves have been measured in both West Antarctica [Payne et al., 2007; Thoms et al., 2008; Jenkins et al., 2010], and East Antarctica [Smedsrud et al., 2006; Nicholls et al., 2006, 2008]. Observations of synchronous rapid thinning of the floating termini of several glaciers in a region are generally taken to be an indication that the changes are being forced by the ocean [Shepherd et al., 2004; Thoma et al., 2008]. Such forcing leads to increased discharge of inland ice across the grounding line [Schoof, 2007; Rignot et al., 2008; Pritchard et al., 2012]. Sub-shelf melting near grounding lines is linked to patterns of large-scale water circulation [Lewis and Perkins, 1986; Jacobs et al., 1992; Holland, 2008]. Sub-shelf melt rates are relatively high when circumpolar deep water (CDW) reaches the continental shelf, and generally lower when sea ice formation results in high salinity shelf water (HSSW). Melting and freezing along the shelf interface are part of the “ice pump” that is controlled in part by the intensity of HSSW circulation [Lewis and Perkins, 1986].

[3] However, the most common water mass over the narrow continental shelves of East Antarctica is the Antarctic Surface Water (ASW) [Whitworth et al., 1998]. At the coast this surface layer deepens as a result of downwelling forced by the easterly winds blowing along the coast. Where the ice sheet topography is steep and the continental shelf narrow (i.e. around East Antarctica) the downwelling is so effective that the whole of the water column over the continental shelf is comprised of ASW [Nøst et al., 2011]. Similar to HSSW,
this cold ASW can also melt the ice shelf base [Hattermann et al., 2012], producing Ice Shelf Water (ISW). This ISW, derived from melting meteoric ice and mixing with HSSW/ASW, is also an important component of the ocean circulation. It is known that ISW production varies for different ice shelves but relative contributions from HSSW and CDW are not known for much of East Antarctica.

Most of the evidence for ice-ocean interactions comes from the large Antarctic ice shelves or from ice shelves of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, but apart from studies on Fimbul ice shelf [Nicholls et al., 2006, 2008; Hattermann et al., 2012], little is known about the ice shelves in the Dronning Maud Land (DML) sector of East Antarctica, although most of the DML coast is characterized by marine-terminating glaciers in ice shelves.

[5] Herein, we combine several empirical lines of evidence to investigate the nature of sub-shelf circulation beneath an ice shelf on the Princess Ragnhild Coast, i.e., Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf (RBIS), DML, East Antarctica. We use ice-penetrating radar, GPS measurements and ice core drilling to investigate ice-ocean interactions on RBIS. Comparison of observed radar-detected englacial reflectors with results from an ice flow model is used to infer basal melting across the grounding line. Direct evidence of sub-shelf marine ice accretion comes from four ice cores drilled through the shelf.

2. Study Area

[6] During the Austral summer 2008–09, we conducted field work in the vicinity of a small ice-rise promontory in RBIS, East Antarctica. Surface topography shows that the ice-rise promontory has a local flow pattern (Figure 1). Downstream of the promontory, a large rift system ~5 km from the ice shelf edge has a maximum width of 2 km and is filled with well consolidated “ice mélange”. The bathymetry beneath the ice shelf is relatively shallow; it is 200–300 m b.s.l. near the shelf front [Nishio et al., 1984], and it approaches 500 m b.s.l. near the grounding line [Nishio et al., 1984; Timmermann et al., 2010]. In view of our measured ice thickness, water column thickness beneath the shelf varies between 0 and 200 m. The ice velocity in this area is several tens of meters per year, but reaches values up to 350 m a⁻¹ in the central part.
Profiles were positioned using a roving Leica SR20 differential GPS (L1) referenced to a base station located on the grounded ice-rise promontory. The absolute position of the base station on the ice-rise promontory was obtained from Precise Point Processing, and further adjusted to the EGM96 geoid model to obtain a position relative to mean sea level. The EGM96 model has a discrepancy of 0.27 m compared to measured geoid heights in Breid Bay, near our field site [Shibuya et al., 1999]. A tide model [Padman et al., 2002] was employed to further correct elevations of the roving station on the ice shelf. The tide model predicts tidal amplitudes of less than 1.6 m, with changes of less than 0.4 m predicted over the 5-hour period of our radar and GPS measurements across the ice shelf. Horizontal and vertical position errors for the roving GPS are of the order of 0.1–0.2 m [Pattyn et al., 2010]. For subsequent analyses, we prescribed the grounding line to be the position where the ice becomes freely floating.

3.2. Ice Core Drilling

To determine the presence of marine ice, four ice cores between 10 and 38 m long were drilled north of the ice-rise promontory using either an Eclipse or a SIPRE-based electro-mechanical drill (The Eclipse drill allows drilling down to several hundred meters, while the SIPRE-type drill is more portable and specially equipped for drilling into water saturated permeable ice, such as ice shelf ice and rift ice would be. Both were used in the field.) (Figure 1): (i) on the ice shelf (core A); (ii) on the slope entering the apex of the rift (core B); (iii) within the rift system (cores D and E). An optical televiewer [Hubbard et al., 2008, 2012] was deployed in each of the boreholes. Core samples were generally analyzed at 0.5–1.0 m depth intervals for their isotopic composition ($\delta^{18}$O, $\delta{}D$), bulk density, salinity and ice texture. Bulk salinity was measured according to standard procedure [Khazendar et al., 2001], with precision of ±0.05 psu. Bulk density was measured with the mass/volume technique (±0.05 precision). Isotopic measurements were made using a Thermo-Finnigan Mass Spectrometer Delta Advantage ($\delta^{18}$O ± 0.05‰, $\delta{}D$ ± 1.00‰). On core A, samples of isotopes and density of the meteoric ice collected at 100 mm resolution (not shown) reveal a clear seasonal signal. The accumulation rate (0.27 m a$^{-1}$ w.e.) derived from the measurements is in accordance with regional mass balance modeling results [van de Berg et al., 2006].

4. Ice-Flow Modeling

4.1. Model Setup

Englacial reflectors detected with 5-MHz radar are principally caused by changes in ice density and acidity [Fujita et al., 1999], and they are generally considered to be isochrones. In this section we generate isochrones using a numerical ice flow model and conduct experiments with different boundary conditions to determine the range of conditions that minimize the mismatch between the spatial pattern of modeled and measured reflectors.

In regions where radar-detected reflectors are at shallow depths (and given the low ice flow velocities of the grounded ice sheet) the recent spatial pattern of accumulation can be inferred using the local-layer approximation [Haefeli, 1963; Waddington et al., 2007]. We scale the local
accumulation pattern across the ice-rise promontory using the regional value of 0.27 m a\(^{-1}\) w.e. [van de Berg et al., 2006].

[13] We use an isothermal higher-order, steady state ice sheet model [Pattyn, 2002a, 2010], constrained by the local surface mass balance obtained from the local-layer approximation, to reconstruct the age distribution across the ice-rise promontory and shelf. In a Cartesian coordinate system, the horizontal velocity field along a flowline and under plane strain conditions is [Pattyn, 2002a]:

\[
4 \frac{\partial \tilde{v}}{\partial x} \left( \eta \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \eta \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right) = \rho g \frac{\partial (b + H)}{\partial x},
\]

where \(u\) is the horizontal velocity along the flowline, \(b\) and \(H\) the bottom of the ice and the ice thickness, respectively, and where the effective viscosity \(\eta\) is defined by

\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2} A^{-1/n} \left[ \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{4} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)^2 \right]^{(1-n)/2n}.
\]

Here, \(A\) and \(n\) are the flow parameter and the exponent in Glen's flow law, respectively (\(A = 10^{-17}\) Pa\(^{-n}\) m\(^{-3}\), \(n = 3\)). The value of \(A\) corresponds to ice with a mean temperature of \(-10^\circ C\), which is consistent with the balance velocities imposed at the boundaries of the domain (see below). At this point, thermomechanical coupling is not considered; the effect of including this coupling on the modeled spatial pattern of isochrones would influence the absolute age of the lower layers, where the highest temperature gradients occur. However, since detected reflectors are restricted to the upper half of the ice column, this effect is therefore limited.

[14] For modeling purposes it is convenient to scale the velocity field in the vertical dimension to the ice thickness. Defining \(\zeta = (b + H - z) / H\), the surface transforms to \(\zeta = 0\), while the bottom of the ice mass becomes \(\zeta = 1\). The horizontal flow field (1) is therefore rewritten as [Pattyn, 2003]:

\[
4 \frac{\partial \tilde{v}}{\partial x} \left( \eta \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + a_x \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} \right) + 4a_x \frac{\partial}{\partial \zeta} \left( \eta \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + a_x \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} \right) + \frac{1}{H^2} \frac{\partial}{\partial \zeta} \left( \eta \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} \right) = \rho g \frac{\partial (b + H)}{\partial x},
\]

where

\[
a_x = \frac{1}{H} \left( \frac{\partial b}{\partial x} + (1 - \zeta) \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} \right),
\]

while (2) transforms to

\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2} A^{-1/n} \left[ \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + a_x \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} \right)^2 + \frac{1}{4H^2} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} \right)^2 \right]^{(1-n)/2n}.
\]

Boundary conditions for the model are obtained from balance velocities derived by integrating the surface mass balance from the ice divide to the end of the surveyed profile. The velocity at the model domain boundary is then fixed to the balance velocity. Basal velocities are kept zero at the base, except in the ice shelf, where basal friction is set to zero so that velocities at the base equal those at the surface [Pattyn, 2003].

[15] The vertical velocity field is derived from mass conservation combined with the incompressibility condition for ice. Given an ice sheet in steady state, a simple analytical expression can be obtained, based on the horizontal velocity field [Hindmarsh, 1999], i.e.

\[
w(x, \zeta) = -\left[ \int_0^{\zeta + 2} - \int_0^{\zeta + 2} \frac{(1 - \zeta)}{n + 1} \right] \dot{a} - \dot{m} \frac{\partial H}{\partial x},
\]

where \(w\) is the vertical velocity, \(\dot{a}\) is the local accumulation rate, and \(\dot{m}\) is the basal melting rate. For plug flow (ice shelf), (6) reduces to \(w(x, \zeta) = (\zeta - 1) \dot{a} - \dot{m} \frac{\partial H}{\partial x}\) [Hindmarsh, 1999].

[16] The age calculation within the ice sheet is written as an advection equation with a small diffusion term added in order to stabilize the numerical solution [Huybrechts, 1994; Greve, 1997; Pattyn, 2002b]:

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} - w \frac{\partial A}{\partial z} + D_a \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial z^2} \right],
\]

where \(A\) is the ice age (a), and \(D_a\) a diffusion coefficient (5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ m}^2 \text{ a}^{-1}) [Mügge et al., 1999]. Written in the scaled coordinate system, (7) becomes

\[
\frac{\partial A}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \frac{\partial A}{\partial x} - \left( \frac{w}{H} - a_x \right) \frac{\partial A}{\partial \zeta} + \frac{D_a}{H^2} \frac{\partial^2 A}{\partial \zeta^2} \right],
\]

Boundary conditions to this equation are \(A(0) = 0\) at the surface and the age of the integration time at the bottom of the ice mass (typically 10 ka). The choice of this value has no effect on the age of the identified isochrones. The model is solved numerically on a finite difference grid, equally spaced in \(x\) and unequally spaced in \(\zeta\), providing a higher resolution approaching the base of the ice mass [Pattyn, 2002a].

4.2. Replicating Glacial Radar Reflectors

[17] Based on the inferred accumulation pattern from the shallow radar reflectors, each observed isochrone was dated using a minimization procedure by reducing the mismatch between observed and modeled isochrone depth, leading to ages ranging from 175 to 957 a BP for the uppermost and lowermost isochrones, respectively. This procedure consists of calculating the misfit between an observed isochrone and a series of modeled isochrones of different age. The smallest misfit then corresponds to the age of the identified isochrones. The model is solved numerically on a finite difference grid, equally spaced in \(x\) and unequally spaced in \(\zeta\), providing a higher resolution approaching the base of the ice mass [Pattyn, 2002a].

4.3. Causes of Downwarped Reflectors Near the Grounding Line

[18] This anomaly could be caused by several processes, including subglacial melting at the grounding line or a local increase in surface accumulation, both of which could cause downward motion of the reflectors. Other possible processes could be related to temporal variability in surface accumulation (unlikely since the grounded part would be equally affected by this effect), or to the convergent flow as the
flowline turns into the main ice shelf (three-dimensional effects, Figure 1). These are discussed below.

[19] In order to examine possible effects from sub-shelf melting and surface accumulation, we follow the approach of others [e.g., Catania et al., 2006, 2010] and conduct a series of sensitivity experiments using the ice-flow model. We forced the model with anomalies in surface accumulation/ablation (ranging from −0.25 to 0.25 m a⁻¹) and basal melting (0 to 0.25 m a⁻¹) for the ice shelf (between the grounding line and a distance of 2 km downstream) and calculated the RMS error between observed and calculated isochrone depths (Figure 3). For each experiment shown, we assume that the basal melting and accumulation anomalies are constant through time and spatially distributed over a zone of 2 km. The best fit to the data is obtained with no surface accumulation anomaly and basal melting of 0.15 m a⁻¹ (Figure 3). Reasonable fits can be obtained with small surface anomalies and slightly lower or higher values of basal melting (0.1 to 0.2 m a⁻¹), but all results indicate that basal melting is required.

[20] The experiments above consider a continuously applied anomaly over a sustained period of time. We therefore tested applying anomalies over shorter time spans as well, but all led to worse misfits. Due to horizontal ice flow, any anomaly is advected downstream, hence the upwarping of the deeper layers at and downstream from the grounding line disappears when the anomaly is applied for any given period in the past.

[21] Conditions of plane strain are valid for the grounded ice flow in the sable area of the ice-rise promontory (where flowlines are strictly parallel to each other), but do not apply in the ice shelf because of the turning of ice flow (indicated by the flow stripes evident on the ice shelf, Figure 1). In this area, ice flows convergently. Since mass conservation implies that \( \nabla \cdot \dot{\mathbf{u}} = 0 \), we obtain for a flowline [Reeh, 1988; Pattyn, 2002a]:

\[
\frac{\partial \dot{w}}{\partial z} = H \left( \frac{\partial \dot{u}}{\partial x} + a_1 \frac{\partial \dot{v}}{\partial c} \right) + H \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy},
\]

where \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{yx} \) is the transverse strain rate and \( \dot{v} \) the velocity in the \( y \) direction. Plug flow of the ice shelf implies that \( \frac{\partial \dot{w}}{\partial z} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} \) and that \( \frac{\partial \dot{u}}{\partial z} = -\dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} \). Under simplified conditions of plane strain, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} = 0 \), it is therefore safe to say that

\[
H \frac{\partial \dot{u}}{\partial x} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy}.
\]

However, for convergent flow, \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} < 0 \), so the surface velocity gradient \( \frac{\partial \dot{w}}{\partial z} \) is reduced. Since \( \dot{\varepsilon}_{xy} = \dot{\varepsilon}_{yy} = 0 \), this implies a higher basal melt rate to match the downwarping pattern than that calculated above. Conversely, divergent flow would have the opposite effect (i.e., less basal melt needed to explain the pattern). Although it is difficult to estimate the amount of buttressing due to the convergent flow, we can consider the calculated basal melt anomaly of 0.15 m a⁻¹ is a lower bound and actual melt rates are likely higher.

5. Sub-shelf Accretion of Marine Ice

[22] Sub-shelf melting at the grounding line can result in accretion of marine ice beneath the shelf caused by consolidation of frazil ice that originates in supercooled water. \( \delta^{18}O \) values for marine ice are close to +2‰, proving that it originated from freezing seawater [Gow and Epstein, 1972; Morgan, 1972; Oerter et al., 1992]. Bulk salinity of consolidated marine ice at depth varies between 0.03 and 0.3 psu, which is two or three orders of magnitude higher than meteoric ice and one or two orders of magnitude lower than sea ice [Souchez et al., 1991; Tison et al., 1993; Khazendar et al., 2001; Tison and Khazendar, 2001].

[23] In principle, the thickness of a marine ice layer beneath an ice shelf that is in hydrostatic equilibrium could be determined by comparing the measured surface elevation of the floating shelf with the surface elevation calculated from buoyancy [Corr et al., 1995; Fricker et al., 2001]. In practice, the calculation is hampered by large uncertainty in the density profile through the shelf, and uncertainties and ambiguities in the radar-detected ice thickness (Section 3.1). Our measurements of temperature, bulk salinity, ice texture, and stable isotopes from the ice cores (Figure 4) offer another way to investigate marine ice accretion.

[24] Fim and meteoric ice in the region have negative \( \delta^{18}O \) values (mean = −21.5 ± 2.2‰), negligible (below detection limits) salinity, and a polygonal granular texture. When soaked with seawater (as seen in the lower section of Core B, Figure 4), the ice temperature increases to the freezing point of seawater (−1.9°C), causing crystals to become more rounded. Bulk salinity also increases (typically to 0.3–2 psu) in this facies, as does \( \delta^{18}O \), indicating mixing between meteoric ice crystals and frozen seawater.

[25] The contribution from fim to the “ice mélange” decreases westward within the rift zone. Core D shows a transition below ~5 m with a sharp increase in \( \delta^{18}O \) (becoming less negative), and slowly increasing salinities, down to 8–9 m depth (Figure 4). This transition zone could be caused by recrystallized soaked fim, or by snow ice (top layer of sea ice formed by flooding of the snow). The lower 10 m section shows a granular texture with constant positive \( \delta^{18}O \) values and salinities ranging from 1 to 9, which is more typical of sea ice rather than marine ice. It is however highly unlikely that granular frazil sea ice (typically formed under conditions of
turbulent winds) could accumulate to a total thickness of nearly 10 m. Under a turbulent regime, granular sea ice is quickly formed but can never attain depths of several meters, as the turbulence has no effect anymore once sea ice cover is sufficiently thick. In that case, columnar sea ice is more likely to form [Martin, 1981]. We therefore favor a marine ice origin, for the lower section of the core, with recent consolidation in near-surface conditions explaining the higher salinity [Tison et al., 1998].

Core E (Figure 4) is characterized by the absence of any snow/firn and shows 12 m of marine ice outcropping at the surface in association with a dense network of crevasse fills. It also shows a regular increase of the salinity in the lower, younger layers. A profile with the televiewer showed several meters of loose frazil ice platelets in the sub-shelf water [Hubbard et al., 2012]. This configuration is similar to that described by [Tison et al., 1998] at the front of Hells Gate Ice Shelf, Antarctica, where the strong contrast in marine ice texture (granular as opposed to banded; the equivalent to facies at the bottom of core D as opposed to core E in the present case) was attributed to water circulation below the shelf.

6. Discussion

Most observations of melt rates underneath ice shelves stem from satellite altimetry [e.g., Pritchard et al., 2012]. However, close to the grounding line where the ice shelf is not freely floating, ice thickness may well be overestimated using the satellite technique, leading to biases in basal melt rates. Our estimates based on measured ice thickness are not hampered by this bias and therefore more reliable and robust. [27] It is generally thought that high rates of sub-shelf melting such as those observed on the Pine Island shelf (20–30 m a\(^{-1}\)) [Rignot, 1998; Jacobs et al., 2011], and George VI Ice Shelf (2.2–2.8 m a\(^{-1}\)) [Potter and Paren, 1985; Corr et al., 2002] are caused by incursions of CDW through deep troughs crossing the continental shelf and entering ice shelf cavities. More modest melting (~0.6 m a\(^{-1}\)) measured beneath the Filchner Ice Shelf has been attributed to a convective thermohaline circulation due to HSSW formation [Hellmer and Olbers, 1989; Nicholls et al., 2006]. Similar melt rates of 0.85 (but up to 2.85) m a\(^{-1}\) were also measured near the shore of the Fimbul ice shelf [Nicholls et al., 2006, 2008].

In contrast, our measurements across the grounding line of Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf indicate relatively small melt rates (~0.15 m a\(^{-1}\)) compared with those measured beneath large ice shelves. Tidal influences can increase the intensification of sub-shelf circulation, resulting in increased melting and refreezing [MacAyeal, 1984; Makinson et al., 2011]. Local geometry of the water column beneath a shelf and tidal mixing may also be important; model simulations [Holland,
2008] show that such mixing is confined to small areas and may only become significant under near-freezing conditions where the ocean cavity slope is shallow and tidal stirring is vigorous. Although such favorable conditions do exist beneath Roi Baudouin Ice Shelf, the relatively low melt rate indicated by our model-based interpretations of the radar data (Figure 3) suggests that this mechanism is not strong. [30] Our observations indicate that the occurrence of accreted marine ice is restricted primarily to the rift zone. In such areas, it is thought that melt-driven convection at the sides of a rift cause cavity water to ascend and supercool, resulting in marine ice formation [Khaezendar and Jenkins, 2003]. Khaezendar [2000] has also shown that the amount of ice accreted in such rifts is greatly increased by the presence of pre-existing ISW formed upstream. Moreover, some preliminary conductivity/temperature/depth profiles collected from boreholes near the edge of the shelf, downstream from the rift suggest that a weak outflow of shallow ISW is present. [31] The weak melting at the grounding line implies a weak buoyancy-forced circulation and correspondingly low freezing rates (i.e. a weak “ice pump”). Also the ice front region could easily be influenced by downwelling of the seasonally warmer surface layer [Hattermann et al., 2012]. Even if all the cavity waters were all at the surface freezing point, basal freezing may only influence the outer part of the ice shelf near the ice front [Lane-Serff, 1995], and marine ice could be melted off by downwelling beneath the ice front, leaving only marine ice in the rifts where it is protected. [32] The incursion of HSSW or the downwelling of the seasonally warmer surface layer rather than CDW beneath RBIS is most probably controlled by regional water mass flows combined with RBIS’ shallow sub-shelf cavity. Since other ice shelves in the sector appear to be underlain by similarly shallow cavities, as evidenced by shelf-edge bathymetric data and the presence of frequent ice rises along the Princess Ragnhild Coast, it is likely that similar conditions might well prevail more widely than at RBIS alone [e.g., Hattermann et al., 2012]. Thus, we postulate that many of the ice shelves in this sector of East Antarctica are characterized by sub-shelf water circulation systems that are dominated by either the incursion of HSSW or the downwelling of ASW and characterized by low levels of sub-shelf melting and freezing relative to larger shelf systems located elsewhere in Antarctica. However, this inference has yet to be tested directly and might be considered a priority for future investigations. Nevertheless, the shallowness of the bathymetry in this area is restricted to the sections close to ice rises and ice-rise promontories. Deeper troughs at the exit of large outlet glaciers feeding into RBIS and other ice shelves in this sector of DML do exist and may eventually exhibit a different type of ice/ocean interaction.

7. Conclusions

[33] Ice-penetrating radar and kinematic GPS surveys across a grounding line, and ice core drilling within a zone of riftting farther downstream reveal sub-ice shelf melting near the grounding line and limited accretion of marine ice in the rift zone. The rate of sub-ice shelf melting is 0.15 m a−1, which is rather low for an Antarctic ice shelf. Marine ice accretion is found in a rift system close to the edge of the ice shelf where it is either formed locally or protected from melting due to warmer surface waters near the shelf edge. We conclude that the weak melt rates at the grounding line are not sufficient to sustain large-scale accretion of marine ice. We suspect that similar weak melting/refreezing conditions occur along much of the coastal sector in Dronning Maud Land where ice shelves are interspersed by ice rises and where riftting commonly occurs between those ice rises and the shelf front.
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